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BUSINESS CHALLENGE

Reporting on the level of compliance and risk exposure from endpoints is challenging. 

Within this increasingly high-risk environment, organizations faced with regulatory 

challenges must demonstrate the effectiveness of their controls in place. However, 

organizations are lacking the necessary tools and indicators to efficiently baseline and 

rapidly remediate when the unexpected occurs.

A NEW APPROACH

To support business operations, your IT organization uses multiple technical and 

security tools to manage your endpoint infrastructure. What if you were able to 

monitor, manage and fix the status of your entire endpoint compliance—from one 

single platform? With Nexthink, your finger is constantly on the pulse. Trustworthy 

compliance data, dashboards and reports are at your fingertips. With continuous 

endpoint detection, infrastructure teams can instantly see and fix non-compliant 

endpoints. Using Nexthink, IT teams can keep the digital ecosystem running swiftly, 

safely and efficiently.

OUR SOLUTION

Continually monitor and proactively manage your compliance and risk exposure from 

a single independent source. Our historical and granular view of all end-user activities 

and endpoints enables organizations to analyze and monitor their compliance and 

risk. Nexthink’s score-based approach with rapid remediation is unique, allowing you 

to continuously safeguard your endpoint infrastructure.

BUSINESS OUTCOMES

 z Reduce risk exposure

 z Increase reporting efficiency

 z Maximize existing investments

“The Nexthink platform has given 

us an unprecedented ability to 

be proactive in how we support 

our enterprise end users and the 

endpoints they use, while ensuring 

compliance to the standards of use we 

have set.”

Daniel Vulliemin
CIO, Banque Cantonale Neuchâteloise

Ensuring Compliance
Safeguard your endpoints. With confidence.

Independent: retrieve real compliance information 
from the endpoint state from a trusted source

Continuous: validate controls on the endpoints, all the time.

Holistic: more relevant than a sampling approach, 
all endpoints are in scope

Historical: high-level trend of compliance indicators

Centralized: a single place to retrieve endpoint information, 
and to fix compliance issues
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01. Compliance monitoring  
and enforcement
Continuously assess and fix endpoint compliance

 z Continuously monitor endpoint compliance  

 z Automatically detect and fix violations, in real time

Examples:

 ( Check for laptop hard-drive encryption

 ( Assess whether anti-malware is running efficiently on 
endpoints

 ( 1-click fix performed by L1/L2 support over a set of 
endpoints presenting a failing DLP agent

 ( Automatic remediation to fix the SCCM agent regularly 
failing on endpoints

02. Software compliance
Verify, update and minimize endpoint risk

 z Validate, in real-time, critical patch applications

 z Minimize risk of shadow IT behaviors 

 z Optimize and rationalize license investments

Examples:

 ( Immediately assess impact of patch deployment and 
software upgrades

 ( Identify users with public services outside of approved 
corporate policies

 ( Detect non-compliant license usage in real time

 ( Automatically uninstall non-compliant licenses

03. Compliance standards
Validate endpoint controls for specific standards

 z Rapidly obtain compliance levels with Nexthink scores

 z Be confident with accurate endpoint compliance management 
from an independent source

Examples:

 ( Continuously collect endpoint controls for regulatory audits 
(e.g., PCI DSS)

 ( Create independent scores for any security framework (e.g., 
ISO 27002)

IMPLEMENTATION WITH NEXTHINK SERVICES

We provide risk assessment and implementation services to identify where Nexthink technology will be most effective to ensure 

compliance.

LEARN MORE

Nexthink provides digital experience management for your enterprise. We combine data collection and monitoring, analysis and 

intelligence, with automatic remediation and employee engagement to ensure the continuous optimization of your digital workplace. 

Learn more and schedule a demo at www.nexthink.com


